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Netting machine type Euro

Net-Let machine type EURO
Net-Let Euro needs to be connected to a tractor or the like for the operation of the hydraulic system of the machine plus for the
transport of the machine in the plantation during the netting process. Net-Let Euro is delivered with 2 plastic funnels as standard.
The funnels have a diameter of 25 cm, 34 cm or 34 cm, 45 cm and are mounted on a revolving console, so that you quickly and
conveniently can choose the right size of the funnel. The plastic funnels are the well-known Net-Let funnels with a long, lenient
entrance which compresses the trees without damage. Also as standard Net-Let Euro is mounted with clamp hook, which takes
hold of the base of the trees, plus a combined three-point hitch and draw rod. Furthermore, Euro has a flow-regulator, that determines the feeding speed of the trees, and a knife for cutting through the net.
Extra equipment:
Working light
Manual clip machine
Carrier

Technical data:
Total length:
Outer width:
Draw lenght:
Working height:
Oil consumption:
Weight:

4300 mm
1400 mm
2150 mm
800 mm
20 l/mm
320 kg

Netting machine type I

Netting machine type I
The machine with the hard wearing funnels of plastic material, which ensures a low friction for a maximum capacity. Egedal Net-Let
netting machine is a hydraulic modular built netting machine, which can be enlarged according to your needs. As standard this machine is delivered with 3 plastic funnels mounted on revolving console. The diameter of the funnels is 25, 34 and 45 cm. By means
of the revolving console a quick and convenient change of the funnel size is made for each tree. The tree is pulled through the funnel
by means of a clamp hook, which gets a hold of the base of the tree. Furthermore Net-Let is fitted with a flow-regulator that controls
the speed of the tree, and a knife for cutting through the net. All Net-Let netting machines are fitted with approved safety equipment.
Technical data:
Total lenght:
Outer width:
Lenght of the working table:
Width of the working table:
Working height:

450 cm
145 cm
320 cm
50 cm
80 cm

Egedal Net-Let I is the basic model. This model needs to be connected to a tractor or the like for the operation of the hydraulic system of the machine (min. 18 litre by 90 bar) plus for the transport of the machine in the plantation during the netting process.
Weight: 450 kg.
Standard equipment:
3 funnels on revolving console
Clamp hook
Knife for cutting through the net
Safty guard
Suspension rod with steadying wheel

Netting machine type II

Netting machine type II

The machine with the hard wearing funnels of plastic material, which ensures a low friction for a maximum capacity. Egedal Net-Let
netting machine is a hydraulic modular built netting machine, which can be enlarged according to your needs. As standard this machine is delivered with 3 plastic funnels mounted on revolving console. The diameter of the funnels is 25, 34 and 45 cm. By means
of the revolving console a quick and convenient change of the funnel size is made for each tree. The tree is pulled through the funnel
by means of a clamp hook, which gets a hold of the base of the tree. Furthermore Net-Let is fitted with a flow-regulator that controls
the speed of the tree, and a knife for cutting through the net. All Net-Let netting machines are fitted with approved safety equipment.

Technical data:
Total lenght:
Outer width:
Lenght of the working table:
Width of the working table:
Working height:

450 cm
145 cm
320 cm
50 cm
80 cm

As standard the Egedal Net-Let II is equipped with the same things as Net-Let I, however Net-Let II is also equipped with its own
hydraulic system with a 11 HP Honda engine with 12/10 A, inclusive charger, electric start, oil stop and battery. Therefore it is not
necessary for the Net-Let II to be connected to a tractor or the like during the netting process. Weight: 500 kg.
Standard equipment:
3 funnels on revolving console
Clamp hook
Knife for cutting the net
Safety guard
Trailer hitch with steadying wheel
Hydraulic system with HP engine

Netting machine type III

Netting machine type III
The machine with the hard wearing funnels of plastic material, which ensures a low friction for a maximum capacity. Egedal Net-Let
netting machine is a hydraulic modular built netting machine, which can be enlarged according to your needs. As standard this machine is delivered with 3 plastic funnels mounted on revolving console. The diameter of the funnels is 25, 34 and 45 cm. By means
of the revolving console a quick and convenient change of the funnel size is made for each tree. The tree is pulled through the funnel
by means of a clamp hook, which gets a hold of the base of the tree. Furthermore Net-Let is fitted with a flow-regulator that controls
the speed of the tree, and a knife for cutting through the net. All Net-Let netting machines are fitted with approved safety equipment
Technical data:
Total lenght:
Outer width:
Lenght of the working table:
Width of the working table:
Working height:

450 cm
145 cm
320 cm
50 cm
80 cm

As standard Egedal Net-Let III is equipped with the same things as Net-Let II, however Net-Let II is also equipped with dirigible
hydraulic driving wheel, which makes the machine self-propelled. Weight: 550 kg.
Standard equipment:
3 funnels on revolving console
Clamp hook
Knife for cutting through the net
Safety guard

Trailer hitch with steadying wheel
Hydraulic system with 11 HP engine
Self-propelled driving wheel

Net-Let Hand Funnels

Net-Let Hand Funnels
Egedal Net-Let hand funnels are made of a plastic material, which makes the friction approx 30% less than of traditional metalfunnels. The hand funnels are mounted on a frame on which a knife if fitted for cutting the net. On the bottom of the frame a
counter hold is mounted. The counter hold is placed around a stump during netting process. The funnels can be delivered in
diameters of 25 cm, 31 cm, 34 cm, 45 cm and 56 cm.

Net-Let Extra Equipment
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Extra equipment for Net-Let type I, II & III:
Picture 1-3 Self-releasing tongs which close around the base of the tree, the tongs re-open automatically when the tree has passed the funnel
Picture 4

Electrical system that makes the machine start automatically, when the mechanical tongs close around the tree

Picture 5

Rear wheel drive

Picture 6

Hydraulic clip machine which closes the net in both ends and cuts through the net in one operation

Picture 7

Manuel clip machine which closes the net in both ends and cuts through the net in one operation

Picture 8

Carrier for net and tools

Picture 9

Working light

Picture 10 Side table, fold down
Picture 11 Front wheel drive, standard
Piece counter

Extra equipment for Net-Let type Euro:
Picture 7 Manuel clip machine which closes the net in both ends and cuts through the net in one operation
Picture 8 Carrier for net and tools
Picture 9 Working light
Picture 10 Side table, fold down
Piece counter

Christmas Trees

Transplanter type Hydromatic

Fertilizer type Airflow

E4H Tool Carrier

Transplanter type K

Palletiser

Portal Tractor

Transplanter type JT

Egedal Maskinfabrik specializes in producing machinery for horticulture, nurseries, Christmas trees / Forestry. Additionally, we
also special produce machines such as Tracmaster and Energy Planter. There is great flexibility when it comes to machines for
a rational and modern plant. We are exporting many of our machinery and equipment to most countries worldwide.

Egedal has location in Tørring near Vejle in Jutland:

Dealer:

*The machines can be displayed with extra equipment

